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There are two types of temple structure of Cham religious architecture: One is the opensanctum-temple; the other is the closed-sanctum-temple.
The first type comprises four wooden pillars supporting a terracotta tile roof; this kind of
structure makes an open sanctum with a bright interior in which to set a richly carved altar (i.e.
narrative sculptural works) for a yoni-linga/sculpture at its centre. Open-sanctum-temples
appeared during the early period of Cham art from the 5th to the 8th centuries.
The second type uses brick applied corbel technique to make a closed sanctum with a dark
interior to house a simply carved altar for a yoni-linga/sculpture at its centre. Closed-sanctumtemples appeared during the later period of Cham art, from the late 8th and the 9th century
(c.875) onwards, including brick or stone-brick structures which were built until the 16th/17th
centuries.
Research on these temple types includes examination of vestiges of wooden structures
remaining in interior temples, with elements such as stone pillar-bases; along with small
wooden shrines called janùk by the Cham today and sited in interior temples where Brahmanic
ritual was once practiced. All of this is mined as evidence for understanding the open sanctums
of ancient Cham temple-architecture.
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